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OVERVIEW

My contribution today aims at defining global
employability skills, effective employability
requirements, strategies and tools for embedding
the proper processes of preparing global citizens
in higher education institutions, through online
education innovations and internationalization at
home.



DEFINITION OF GLOBAL EMPLOYABILITY

Global employability forms a complex blend of the
four integrated quantifiable and unquantifiable
skills, understandings, experiences, and personal
attributes which, if embedded in the curricula,
make university graduates more likely to gain
employment opportunities anywhere in the world
and be successful in their occupations.



SKILLS:
CONSTITUENT OF GLOBAL EMPLOYABILITY

The skills required for global employability are of four types:

• Job readiness with 21st century skills: including traditional core skills,
learning and innovation skills, career and life skills, and digital literacy
skills.

• Personal skills: including personal qualities, ability to manage own
time and feelings, team working, persuading others, managing other
staff, planning resources, and making presentations.

• Technical & practical skills: including specialized skills, communicating
in a foreign language, solving complex problems, basic and complex
statistical skills, adapting to new equipment, and manual dexterity.

• Soft professional skills: professionalism, reliability, ability to work
under pressure, ability to think strategically, good written and verbal
communication, information and communication technology skills.



EXAMPLES OF EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Examples of employability skills demanded by
employers include:
- problem solving skills,
- using self-motivation,
- working under pressure and to deadlines,
- organizational skills, team work, and valuing

diversity, and difference, and
- negotiation skills.



UNDERSTANDINGS:
CONSTITUENT OF GLOBAL EMPLOYABILITY

As for understandings as a constituent of global
employability, mention can be made of the fact
that employers at the international arena generally
adopt two-sided criteria for selecting graduates:

 university where they graduated, and

 specific skills and professional experiences over
area of degree-specialization.



EXPERIENCES:
CONSTITUENT OF GLOBAL EMPLOYABILITY

Speaking about experiences as the third
constituent of global employability, we stress that
coordination with employers is imperative for
higher education institutions through:

- employer advisory panels,

- work experience and placements, and

- hosting workplace visits.



PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES:
CONSTITUENT OF GLOBAL EMPLOYABILITY

Personal attributes is the fourth constituent of
global employability. According to employers,
personal skills lacking in university graduates
comprise:

- personal qualities,

- self management,

- planning resources, and

- making speeches or presentations.



CURRICULA EMBED GLOBAL 
EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Embedding global employability skills in
contemporary curricula creates better graduates
and consequently better citizens, because
embedding implies higher productivity and
innovation in the country, lower training costs for
the employer, competition in the market place,
and better career.



TOOLS TO EMBED EMPLOYABILITY

The tools that can help the students of the future
be successful include predictive analytics, data-
informed advising, virtual and augmented reality,
gamification, and smart sensors.



HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS  
VS. 

STUDENTS OF THE FUTURE

• Higher education institutions must ensure that
data and technology complement human
judgment and personal experience.

• The students of the future can be everyone.
Universities will create hope and opportunity and
advance the principles of diversity, equity, and
inclusion.



EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR EMPLOYABILITY

Among the effective strategies for employability are the following:
• Embedding employability in the curriculum and ensuring that students are

able to make a connection between employability outcomes and their
disciplines;

• Providing a range of co-curricular and extra-curricular opportunities for
students to enhance their employability;

• Building links with the labor market, and encouraging students to do the
same.

• Supporting students to increase their confidence and self-efficacy through
their studies;

• Increasing students capacity to articulate their learning to employers
needs, encouraging students mobility and fostering a global perspective;

• Using institutional career guidance services as organizing and coordinating
structures for HEIs employability strategies.



BEST METHOD TO  EMBED 
GLOBAL EMPLOYABILITY 

• In higher education institutions, global employability can
be embedded through effective use of labor market data,
new economy skill bundles, advising and career services,
and cooperative learning.

• The best method to adopt is using scenario-based learning
in teaching, because it is ideal for competency-based
education. Besides, the use of interactive scenarios can
prepare students better for taking decisions in real-life.
When information and key facts are told within a story, the
ability to recall them is greatly improved. Research shows
that (70%) of everything learnt is accomplished through
story-telling.



INTERNATIONALIZATION AT HOME

Internationalization at home facilitates sharing
experiences across national borders, as well as
resembles a pursuit of innovative forms of
collaboration that address resource differences,
and enhance institutional capacity across nations.



RECOMMENDATIONS

• Among the recommendations to propose are the following:

• Faculty members in all universities are requested to integrate
employability skills in the learning objectives matrixes at all
levels;

• Faculty members should be trained to employ new
technologies, like virtual scenarios, to train students acquire
proper employability skills;

• Universities should focus on systematized career counseling;

• Networking among international institutions of higher
education should be advanced to exchange training materials on
employability skills development.



Each of these recommendations needs a separate 
specialized conference to tackle, in order to conclude 
operational action plans to implement. 

Thank you for listening, and wish this webinar full 
success. 


